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- 3-body decay amplitude of scalar particle is described by 2  Dalitz 
   variables 3x3-4(4-momentum conservation)-3 (decay angles)=2.

- If initial particle has non-zero spin or number of final particles
  is  more than 3, more  variables are required to  describe the 
  decay.
- Approach is the same as in usual DP:

               PDF(x
i
)=N

s
S(x

i
)+N

b
B(x

i
)

-Both binned or unbinned approach can be used

-More difficult visualization and goodness of fit determination

-Very efficient to distinguish different contributions and 
  determine the quantum numbers of intermediate states

Multidimensional DP



D* D*4

PRD 92,012013 (2015)

Broad D
1
(2430)

Light meson (770),(1450),..,b
1
(1235)



-Unbinned likelihood in 6D phase spase: 
q2


, helicity angle D*, helicity angle of, angle beetwin planes of decay, 2 

angles of  decay

-For D** similar set of 6 variables.
 

-Background functions obtained  for  different background regionsE,M  



-SCF background

- combinatorial background (I and III)

-D*4 signal background (I and II)

-D*4 combinatorial background (I,II,III,IV) 

Background description



-Each resonance contribution is described by 
reletivistic Breit-Wigner function with width 
depending on q2. 
-Angular dependences are expressed via the 
defined angles

-Take into account mixing of pure D
1/2

, D
3/2

Signal description



Results of the fit



D
1
(2430) is consistent with estimation in

D
1
(2420),D

2
* are suppressed in factorization approach  

Results of the fit

No significant mixing observed 

PRD 92,012013 (2015)



Results of the fit PRD 92,012013 (2015)

(1450) contribution is consistent with e+e- data: 
Mass and width of (1450) are consistent with PDG  (SND PRD 88, 054013(2013))  







(5S) ->(nS)(->+-) - 6D-analysis  

Amplitudes in Lorentz invariant form

Combinatorial background from  (nS) sidebands

(nS) ->+-



Different hypotheses  

Spin parity of Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) is 1+. 
All other JP<3 are excluded.

Consistent with S-wave molecule
  PRD 91,072003 (2015)



1+ hypothesis 
describes data
very well

PRD 91,072003 (2015)



PRD 91,072003 (2015)



PRD 88,052016 (2013)

PRD 91,072003 (2015)



PRD 88,052016 (2013) 2D analysis



Signal: K π resonances: K
 0
∗(800), K∗(892), 

K∗(1410), K
0
∗(1430), K

2
∗(1430), K∗(1680),

And Z
c
(4430)+

PRD 88,074026 (2013)

Quantum numbers of  Z(4430)

Signal Sidebands Efficiency



4-dimensional amplitude analysis

Signal: sum of reliativistic Breit-Wigners

Angular dependences are obtained from helicity formalizm:

Unbinned likelihood with smooth background function

Background function obtained from sidebands



Results of the fit



Observation of Z(4200) PRD 90,112009 (2014)

SignalSignal Sideband



Signal: K π resonances: K
 0
∗(800), K∗(892), 

K∗(1410), K
0
∗(1430), K

2
∗(1430), K∗(1680),

 K
3
∗(1780), K

0
∗(1950), K

2
∗(1980),K

4
∗(2045).

Z
c
(4430)+, additional Z

c
+

Angular dependences are obtained from
 helicity formalizm.

Signal: sum of reliativistic Breit-Wigners

Background description



K

Z
c
(4430)Z

c
(4200)

PRD 90,112009 (2014)
Results of the fit



PRD 90,112009 (2014)

Results of the fit
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Summary 

- Relative contributions of known states
- Discovery of new exotic states 
- Quantum numbers of known and new states  

In spite of relatively small statistics
many results were obtained by Belle using Dalitz plot analysis:



Backup slides 



Binned fit 

Unbinned fit 
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